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1 Introduction

1

Introduction

←
− Rτ
U (τ ) = P e−i 0 Q(γ)dγ

with

U (τ = 1) ≡ U.

(1.1)

A unitary U can be either a standalone object of interest or a tool to be used to map some
reference state |Ri to a desired target state |T i,
|T i = U |Ri,

(1.2)

|ψ(τ )i ≡ U (τ ) |Ri.

(1.3)

via a sequence of intermediate states

The key idea introduced in [1–3] originating from the quantum optimal control theory [19]
is to view Hermitian generators of circuit layers Q(τ ) as being by themselves obtained from
more elementary Hermitian building blocks OI ,
Q(τ ) =

X

OI Y I (τ ),

(1.4)

I

where real functions Y I (τ ) multiplied by dτ represent intuitively the number of times a layer
between τ and τ + dτ utilized the operation encapsulated by OI . Following this logic, it is
R
P
then natural to associate 01 dτ I |Y I | with the cost of a given realization of U and define
complexity C as the minimum of such costs subject to the condition U (τ = 1) = U . In this
definition we used the Manhattan norm, but other choices are possible, in particular various
incarnations and generalizations of a Euclidean norm, to define complexity. One such
option is based on evaluating the variance of the generator Q(τ ) in some auxiliary state |Ai,
Z 1

dτ

Lvar =

q

hA|Q(τ )2 |Ai − hA|Q(τ )|Ai2 ,

0
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The interplay between quantum field theory (QFT) and geometry has a long and rich history. Recently, a new and promising instance has emerged, which concerns geometrization
of state preparation or representations of, primarily, the time evolution operator in systems
described by quantum fields. In this approach one seeks to find a way of preparing a state
or an operator of interest minimizing the use of what one regards as more primitive operators or states by relating it to a geodesic problem in an auxiliary geometry. This introduces
then a relation between different operators or states according to their complexity — the
length of the corresponding minimal geodesic.
The approach elucidated above was originally introduced in [1–3] as a way of bounding
qubit circuits preparing unitary transformations of interest in the context of quantum
computing and currently serves as our best definition of complexity in the QFT setting.
In the course of the past three years starting with [4, 5] many results were delivered on
complexity of quantum fields by focusing in the vast majority of cases on free QFTs soluble
via Gaussian techniques [6], see [7–18] for sample developments.
To be more specific, the approach of [4, 5] in its default setting concerns unitary
transformations U represented as a sequence of steps

with complexity being the minimum of Lvar . One should note that all the above choices
lead to in principle independent definitions of complexity.
The discussion so far concerned the complexity of operators, but, as in [5], one can
also use it to define a complexity of states scanning over all U represented as a circuit (1.1)
subject to the condition (1.2). There exists also a standalone definition of complexity of
states, which is defined similarly to (1.5), but evaluates the variance in the state |ψ(τ )i
Z 1

dτ

LFS =

q

hψ(τ )|Q(τ )2 |ψ(τ )i − hψ(τ )|Q(τ )|ψ(τ )i2 .

(1.6)

0

1

A similar but different line of research concerns the “first law of complexity” [13, 16, 32], wherein
(infinitesimal) complexity changes in bulk and boundary calculations can be compared if they are generated
by acting on the state with a well understood generator.
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Such a definition was introduced in [4] as the Fubini-Study complexity, since it is effectively
based on the distance traversed in the Hilbert space according to the Hilbert space metric,
the Fubini-Study distance [20], by the circuit (1.1) acting on a reference state |Ri. The
key difference between this notion and the ones based on unitary complexity is that in the
Fubini-Study approach the cost associated with a given layer depends on where it is placed
in the circuit, since the variance changes as the circuit progresses. In the present article,
as in [21], we will take the Fubini-Study complexity as our point of departure and guided
by it we will also arrive at several versions of complexity of unitary operators.
The initial motivation to study complexity in the QFT realm stems from another
example of geometrization of QFT — holography, also known as AdS/CFT or gauge-gravity
duality [22–24]. In holography, qualitative yet convincing considerations building primarily
on an analogy between tensor networks [25] describing states in underlying QFTs and dual
geometries [26] have led to the interpretation of novel gravitational observables — certain
codimension-one and -zero volumes and gravitational action in causally defined regions —
as the aforementioned complexity [27–31]. While the subsequent studies of complexity in
free QFTs have matched some of the predictions of these so-called holographic complexity
proposals, they have failed to reproduce others for a good reason — holographic QFTs are
the complete opposite to being free.
As we alluded, the reason why free QFTs are simple stems from the fact that interesting states including ground states or thermofield double states are Gaussian and can be
constructed from simpler Gaussian states in terms of the group of Gaussian transformations. In such settings, the field theory is typically represented on a lattice and operators
OI are considered to be all operators quadratic in latticized fields. Such Gaussian operators
generate the symplectic group in the case of free bosons [10] and the special orthogonal
group in the case of free fermions [7, 8]. Using one of the Euclidean-type cost functions
assigns a non-negative definite right-invariant metric on such a Lie group and the problem
of finding the optimal circuit reduces to finding the minimal geodesic in these geometries,
as advertized above.
One clear way to make progress within the framework of [4, 5] is to replace the group of
Gaussian transformations by a group that is realized in holographic QFTs and is powerful
enough to allow us to access interesting states.1 Such a group is given by the Virasoro
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group generating local conformal transformations across (1+1)-dimensional conformal field
theories (CFT1+1 ). This realization goes back to [33–42], see in particular [43] for an early
study of complexity associated with symmetry group transformations in a QFT. It is also
the topic of the present work, as well as our previous paper [21], where we introduce a
complexity notion based on the Fubini-Study metric to the framework of [36, 42]. Given
the agreement between the bulk result of [38] and the field theory result of [37] for the
leading order of complexity change under infinitesimal local transformations, we hope that
a better understanding of Fubini-Study complexity on the Virasoro group might help to
better understand and check the entry in the holographic dictionary relating bulk volumes
and boundary complexity.
The goal of this paper is to present our results in a manner that is self contained
and accessible for readers who approach the topic from a holographic complexity point of
view, while also making connections with relevant parts of the physical and mathematical
literature that may not be widely known or appreciated in the complexity community.
This applies especially for the connections between Virasoro complexity and Euler-Arnold
type equations like the Korteweg-de Vries equation, which were pointed out in [36, 42], but
not followed up upon. We think that our results should add some clarity to the questions
of which Euler-Arnold type equations might arise as good complexity measures, to what
kind of complexity respectively cost function they would correspond, and what geometric
methods or objects might be relevant for their study.
To be more specific, we reconsider the setting of [36, 42], which is a generic CFT1+1 on
a circle parametrized by the coordinate σ and unitary transformations U generated using
the left- or right-moving component of the energy-momentum tensor T (σ). As we review in
section 2, such transformations can be thought of as diffeomorphisms of the circle defining
a constant time slice in our theory. In this setting the operators OI defining circuits (1.1)
are T (σ), where σ plays the role of the index I and summation over I is replaced by an
appropriate integral. The key guiding principle behind our approach to this problem, as
elucidated already in our earlier paper [21], is the requirement that the considered cost
functions allow for a well-posed initial value problem between two arbitrary local conformal transformations. This leads us to consider in section 3 the Fubini-Study distance in the
setting in which the reference state |Ri is given by an energy eigenstate |hi corresponding
to a primary or a quasiprimary operator of chiral dimension h and the target state |T i is
chosen to be |T i = U |hi. An important subtlety of this construction lies in the coincident
point singularity of the two-point function of T (σ), which in section 3.3 we regulate using
differential regularization [44–47]. The Fubini-Study metric leads to an intricate optimization problem in which geodesic equations are integro-differential equations and we discuss
it in section 4. Despite their complicated form, we were able to solve them in a perturbative manner around identity transformation, as outlined in section 4.4. Subsequently,
in section 5 we use these solution to elucidate properties of the underlying Fubini-Study
geometry, in particular its sectional curvature. As we alluded earlier, our considerations
of the Fubini-Study distance have led us to look at more general cost functions realizing
Euler-Arnold equations of motion and this aspect of our work is discussed in section 6.
In this way we encapsulate both the state and circuit complexity associated with local

conformal transformations in a single conceptual framework. We conclude with section 7
containing a summary and outlook. In appendices, we discuss more technical aspects of
our work: null circuits representing global conformal transformations for the Fubini-Study
distance when h = 0 (appendix A), the structure of our iterative solution for the FubiniStudy problem in the simplifying limit h  c (appendix B) and a way of dealing with
metric degeneracies needed to define sectional curvature (appendix C).

2

Conformal transformations

f : σ → f (σ)

(2.1)

that map the circle to itself, hence they need to satisfy the periodicity condition f (σ+2π) ∼
f (σ)+2π. Invertibility demands that f 0 (σ) > 0 for any σ. These maps form the group of orientation preserving diffeomorphisms on the circle S 1 , Dif f + (S 1 ), with the group operation
(f1 · f2 )(σ) ≡ f1 ◦ f2 (σ) = f1 (f2 (σ)).

(2.2)

The inverse of a group element is simply the inverse function, and the identity element is
the map f (σ) = σ.
The Virasoro group is obtained as the central extension of the group of diffeomorphisms
on the circle, thus an element in the Virasoro group is given by a function f (σ) and a number
α ∈ R. The rules for group multiplication are
(f1 (σ), β) · (f2 (σ), α) = (f1 ◦ f2 , α + β + C(f1 , f2 )).

(2.3)

Herein, C(f1 , f2 ) is the Bott-cocycle which is explicitly given, for example, in [48, 49].
The next step is to write circuits of the form (1.1) in the language of the Virasoro group.
As explained in [36], for a path (or circuit) of the form f (τ, σ) on the space of diffeomorphisms of the circle, parametrised by τ , the Hermitian generator Q(τ ) obeys the relation
e−i Q(τ )dτ U (τ ) ≡ U (τ + dτ )
and takes the form
Q(τ ) =

⇒

Z 2π
dσ
0

2π

−i Q(τ ) = U̇ (τ ) U −1 (τ ),

T (σ) (τ, σ).

(2.4)

(2.5)

Here, we have defined
(τ, f (τ, σ)) ≡ f˙(τ, σ).
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In order to make our paper more self-contained and establish our notation, in this section
we briefly review conformal transformations and the Virasoro group following the outline
of the preceding works [36, 42] and the excellent introduction [48]. For this, we consider the
unit circle S 1 parametrized by an angular coordinate σ ∈ [0, 2π[, with σ ∼ σ + 2π. As we
already mentioned in section 1, the circle is to be viewed as a spatial slice of a spacetime
in which a CFT1+1 lives. Orientation preserving diffeomorphisms on the circle are now
smooth invertible maps of the form

Q̃(τ ) = U (τ )† Q(τ ) U (τ ),

(2.7)

such that evidently hh| Q̃2 (τ ) |hi = ψ(τ )|Q2 (τ )|ψ(τ ) , and similarly for the one-point
function.
The applications of the operator U (τ ) in (2.7), using (2.5), essentially cause a local
conformal transformation of the stress-energy tensor under the integral. Using the wellknown transformation law, we can write [36]
Q̃(τ ) =


Z 2π
dσ f˙(τ, σ)
0

c
T (σ) − {f (σ), σ}
0
2π f (τ, σ)
12



(2.8)

where {f (σ), σ} is the Schwarzian derivative. The Schwarzian will only contribute a complex phase to the circuit (1.1). This contribution to U (τ ) should not be important for
any good definition of state complexity, as states themselves are defined up to an overall
phase. Since unitary operators are meant to act on states, an analogous argument regarding phases applies also to any good definition of unitary complexity. Later, when we
calculate connected two-point functions of Q̃, which enter directly the Fubini-Study cost
function (1.6), the Schwarzian term will automatically cancel.
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We ignore here the real number component α(τ ) of the group element, as when acting on a
state it will be associated with a complex phase, and it is generally assumed that complex
phases should not play a role in studies of complexity. We will however return to a more
complete discussion in section 6. As we are assuming only one copy of the Virasoro algebra,
T (σ) can be interpreted as the left or right-moving component of the stress-energy tensor
operator of a CFT2 and (τ, σ) is an element of the Lie-algebra. The physical interpretation
of (2.5) and (2.6) is that the infinitesimal operator Q(τ ) dτ generates an infinitesimal
layer of the circuit (1.1) at parameter τ , which transforms the diffeomorphism f (τ, σ) to
f (τ + dτ, σ). In connection with (1.4), one can see now explicitly what we have already
stated in section 1, i.e. OI can be taken to be T (σ), the index I is then the coordinate σ,
R
P
I
the sum I becomes the integral 02π dσ
2π and the velocity Y (τ ) is nothing else than (τ, σ).
As in [36, 42], we assume for most of our paper that the circuit (1.1), with the generator
now explicitly given in (2.5), acts on a reference state |Ri such that we obtain a path on
the space of states |ψ(τ )i of the form (1.3). Later, just as in [36, 42], we will explicitly
choose |Ri to be an energy eigenstate in the CFT1+1 on a cylinder. The energy eigenstates
correspond then, via the operator-state correspondence, to primaries or quasiprimaries of
the chiral dimension h. We will denote such |Ri by |hi. The target state |T i, on the other
hand, is going to be given by a unitary transformation realizing (2.1) acting on |hi and
will be a superposition of |hi and states lying in the respective Virasoro tower.
Starting from the next section, we will consider the Fubini-Study complexity encapsulated by (1.6), which will require us to evaluate the two-point function ψ(τ )|Q2 (τ )|ψ(τ )
of the generator Q(τ ) in the state |ψ(τ )i both at parameter τ , as well as the associated
one-point function hψ(τ )|Q(τ )|ψ(τ )i. We can reduce them to correlation functions in the
state |hi by introducing the generator [36]

3
3.1

Complexity via the Fubini-Study metric
Derivation

While we have already introduced the Fubini-Study cost function as (1.6), let us start by
reminding readers the precise link between this formula and the Hilbert space distance [20].
For a family of states like our |ψ(τ )i = U (τ ) |Ri, see (1.3), the overlap between the nearby
states is given by
|hψ(τ )|ψ(τ + dτ )i| ≈ 1 − Gτ τ (τ )dτ 2 + O(dτ 3 )
(3.1)

Gτ τ (τ ) =


1 2
hQ i − hQi2 ,
2

(3.2)

where the expectation values are evaluated in the state |ψ(τ )i. This means that the FubiniStudy-metric is defined via the (connected part of the) two-point function hQ2 i. Since one
has a freedom to pick the way one parametrizes circuits at will, the invariant combination
along the whole circuit from the reference state |ψ(0)i = |Ri to the target state |ψ(1)i =
√
R
|T i, up to an unimportant normalization, is proportional to 01 dτ Gτ τ . Direct evaluation
makes this integral equal to the Fubini-Study cost function (1.6). Since there resides a
connected correlator under the square root, the complex phase contributing to the one
point functions of Q cancels, as anticipated.
To proceed, we will need the connected two-point function of Q̃ in the state |Ri = |hi,
which takes the form
D

E

D

h Q̃Q̃ h − h Q̃ h
=

ED

h Q̃ h

E

Z 2π
dσdκ f˙(τ, σ) f˙(τ, κ)
0

4π 2 f 0 (τ, σ) f 0 (τ, κ)

(3.3)
(hh|T (σ)T (κ)|hi − hh|T (σ)|hi hh|T (κ)|hi)

and indeed one sees that the phase related to the Schwarzian dropped out. The energymomentum tensor T (σ) can be decomposed in terms of Virasoro-generators Ln via
c
T (σ) =
Ln − δn,0 e−inσ ,
24
n∈Z
c
[Lm , Ln ] = (m − n)Lm+n + (m3 − m)δm+n,0 .
12
X



(3.4a)
(3.4b)

The energy eigenstate |hi acting here as the reference state satisfies the following relations
in terms of Virasoro generators
Ln |hi = 0 for n > 0, hh| Ln = 0 for n < 0,

(3.5a)

L0 |hi = h |hi ,

(3.5b)

hh|1|hi = 1.

(3.5c)
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where Gτ τ is the fidelity susceptibility [50, 51], see also [20, 52, 53] for background and [54,
55] for its uses in holography. The fidelity susceptibility, which in this case is equivalent to
the Fubini-Study-metric, reads [36]

c
For this state, besides hh|T (σ)|hi = h − 24
, we also have the explicit result for the stressenergy two-point function provided, for example, in [56],

c
hh|T (σ)T (0)|hi = h −
24


2

+

c
h
−
.
32 sin(σ/2)4 2 sin(σ/2)2

(3.6)

Combining all the expressions, the Fubini-Study cost associated with the circuit (1.6) takes
the form2
LFS =

Z 1
dτ
0

dσdκ
0



f˙(τ, σ) f˙(τ, κ)
c
h
−
. (3.7)
f 0 (τ, σ) f 0 (τ, κ) 32 sin((σ − κ)/2)4 2 sin((σ − κ)/2)2

The geodesic analogy

The problem of finding the circuits extremising (3.7) corresponds to the geodesic problem
in uncountably-infinite dimensions, where we use the continuous coordinates σ, κ ∈ [0, 2π[
instead of discrete indices and make what we call the geodesic analogy replacements
X

↔

Z

dσ,

(3.8)

σ

X σ (τ ) ↔ f (τ, σ),
gσκ ↔

Π(σ − κ)
f 0 (τ, σ)f 0 (τ, κ)

(3.9)
.

(3.10)

Here, we have written
Π(σ − κ) = hh|T (σ)T (κ)|hi − hh|T (σ)|hi hh|T (κ)|hi

(3.11)

as shorthand-notation for the energy-momentum-tensor two-point function which appears
as integration kernel in (3.7). We will mostly keep this abstract notation and derive results
for a general choice of Π whenever possible. We will however always assume that Π is only
a function of σ − κ, and that it is symmetric under swapping the coordinates σ ↔ κ.
3.3

Differential regularisation

Clearly, the two-point function (3.6) has poles at coincident insertion points and we will
need to implement a regularisation-scheme in order to give the integral in (3.7) a welldefined finite value.3 There may be different ways to accomplish this, but in this paper
2

We could have used (3.4a) to phrase (3.3) and hence (3.7) in terms of a Fourier series instead of an
integral over the coordinates σ, κ. However, even if the Fourier series of f (τ, σ) is known, there is no general
formula for the Fourier series of f˙(τ, σ)/f 0 (τ, σ), and consequently we prefer to work in this paper with
expressions in terms of the smooth functions f (τ, σ) instead of Fourier modes. However, we will effectively
make use of a (terminating) Fourier series expression in section 5.
3
There is a superficial similarity between our expression for fidelity susceptibility (3.1) and the calculations presented in a different context in [55, 57–59], insofar as the integration over a two-point function plays
a role. Note however that in [55, 57–59] a two-point function hO(t, x)O(t0 , x0 )i is integrated over the space
and time coordinates of both operator insertions, in such a manner that |t − t0 | ≥ 2δ for some ultraviolet
(UV)-cutoff δ, such that the pole of the two-point function is not in the integral domain. The result obtained
there will then include a leading order divergent term in δ. This is different from (3.3) where the chiral component of the stress-energy tensor T is dependent on one coordinate σ or κ, and the pole of the two-point
function lies in the integration domain. Nevertheless, based on the results of [37, 38], we expect to find
UV-finite expressions for complexity as the reference state in the UV has the same behaviour as the target
state. Furthermore, somewhat similar formulas to (3.3) appear in the context of chaos in CFTs1+1 in [60].

–8–
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3.2

2π

s
ZZ 2π

we will settle on the method of differential regularisation, see [44–47]. In this method,
one essentially phrases the divergent terms of the two-point function (3.6) as derivatives
of terms with milder, integrable singularities and then carries the derivatives over onto
the test-functions via integration by parts. In such an approach, one treats the two-point
function as a distribution, against which test-functions are integrated, such that derivatives
of the distribution are defined via integration by parts.
To this end, the h-dependent part of Π is written as
−

(3.12)

i

where log sin ((σ − κ)/2)2 has a pole at σ = κ which is mild enough to be integrated over
when the integration-kernel is multiplied with a smooth test-function, yielding a finite and
real-valued result.
The next term to be taken care of is the c-dependent part of the two-point function.
For this, we rewrite it as
c
c
c
−
+
4
2
32 sin((σ − κ)/2)
48 sin((σ − κ)/2)
48 sin((σ − κ)/2)2
c
c
=
(2 + cos(σ − κ)) csc ((σ − κ)/2)4 +
96
48 sin((σ − κ)/2)2

(3.13)

We already know how to (differentially) regularise the second term via (3.12). For the first
term, we find
h
i
c
c
(2 + cos(σ − κ)) csc ((σ − κ)/2)4 = − ∂σ2 ∂κ2 log sin((σ − κ)/2)2 .
96
24

(3.14)

Then, using these expressions and applying integration by parts with impunity, we arrive at
ZZ 2π
0



f˙(τ, σ) f˙(τ, κ)
c
h
dσdκ 0
−
f (τ, σ) f 0 (τ, κ) 32 sin((σ − κ)/2)4 2 sin((σ − κ)/2)2
!

ZZ 2π



dσdκ log sin

=
0

σ−κ
2
f˙(τ, κ)

(3.15b)



c
f˙(τ, σ) 2
c
f˙(τ, σ)
f˙(τ, κ)
× − ∂σ2 0
∂κ 0
+
− h ∂σ 0
∂κ 0
24 f (τ, σ) f (τ, κ)
24
f (τ, σ) f (τ, κ)

3.4

(3.15a)

2 !
!

.

Degeneracy of the metric

The differential regularisation has the important consequence that our metric will not
be positive definite, instead there will be certain directions in the tangent space which
˙
will be null. This is easy to see by setting f (0, σ) = σ, f˙(0, σ) = 1, ⇒ ∂σ ff0(0,σ)
(0,σ) = 0
and (3.15b) obviously vanishes. Let us study the null directions of the tangent space at
the point f (σ) = σ (⇒ f 0 (σ) = 1) in the space of maps more closely. For a tangent vector
f˙(0, σ) ≡ v(σ) = sin(nσ + φ), n ∈ Z, 0 ≤ φ < 2π, we find the norm
2

||v|| ≡

ZZ 2π

dσdκ v(σ) v(κ) Π(σ − κ) =

0

–9–
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π n 24 h + c n2 − 1 .
12

(3.16)
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h

h
i
h
2
=
−h
∂
∂
log
sin
((σ
−
κ)/2)
σ κ
2 sin((σ − κ)/2)2

4
4.1

Equations of motion and their solutions
Variational principle

When deriving the geodesic equation in ordinary Riemannian geometry, it is a well known
trick
based on reparametrization invariance that we can use either the Lagrangian L1 =
q
gµν Ẋ µ Ẋ ν or Lsq = L21 = gµν Ẋ µ Ẋ ν . Specifically, it can be shown that the EulerLagrange-equations following from a variation of Lsq are equivalent to those following from
dL
1
L1 if dτsq ∝ dL
dτ = 0, i.e. for affine parametrization. More specifically, every solution to Lsq
is affinely parametrized and is a solution to L1 , and every affinely parametrized solution to
L1 (but not non-affine ones) is a solution to Lsq . The benefit in using Lsq instead of L1 is
that due to the absence of the square-root, the equations of motion will take on a simpler
form. The reason for the important role of affineness in this is that both Lagrangians do
not depend explicitly on the variable τ , and hence are independent under shifts of the form
τ → τ + δτ . Due to Noether’s theorem, there is hence a conserved quantity (energy), that
takes the form Q = −L + ∂∂L
Ẋ µ . For L1 , Q = 0 due to reparametrization invariance,
Ẋ µ
while for Lsq , Q ∼ Lsq , implying affineness. Similarly, the functional (3.7) is invariant
under reparametrizations due to the presence of the square-root, and we will likewise work

– 10 –
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Clearly, for generic c, h > 0 this equals zero for n = 0 (i.e. the null direction which we have
identified above), and is otherwise positive, indicating a positive-semidefinite degenerate
metric. The null-direction n = 0 ⇒ v(σ) = const. corresponds to the U(1) subgroup of
the Virasoro-group which is generated by L0 alone and acts on the state |hi by giving it
at most a complex phase, as |hi is an eigenstate of this generator. In light of our earlier
discussion about phases, it is natural that our complexity definition assigns zero distance
to such an operation.
Let us next look at the special case h = 0, where the reference state is the vacuum
state |0i which is invariant under the PSL(2, R)-subgroup of the Virasoro-group generated
by L−1 , L0 and L1 , i.e. half of the group of global conformal transformations. Indeed, for
h = 0, (3.16) can be zero for n = 0 and n = ±1. Hence, just as in [42], this case is
special for our notion of complexity on the Virasoro-group, and we will generically assume
h 6= 0 in the following and delegate more details about the h = 0 case to appendix A.
Equation (3.16) could also be zero for n = 0 and n2 = 1 − 24 hc , which would correspond
to the Virasoro-subgroups SL(n) (2, R) generated by L0 , L−n , Ln [42, 48]. Since this case
requires h < 0 inconsistent with unitary CFT1+1 , it is unphysical and we dismiss it, as it
was also done in a related context in [42].
Which operators only generate phases depends of course on the choice of reference
state, as Fubini-Study distance is a notion of complexity defined on the space of states
directly. We hence see that all the stabilizer subgroups of the Virasoro group that already
played a prominent role in [42] appear in our approach as degeneracies of the metric for
specific choices of h. Thus, circuits generated by these groups will automatically be null in
our framework, i.e. will be assigned zero complexity cost, while they however did receive
non-vanishing cost under the framework of [42] and earlier work [36].

with the squared Lagrangian Lsq in this section for convenience. In order to do this, we
introduce the functional4
LFS,2 =

Z 1
dτ
0

Z 1

=
0

Lsq [f, f 0 , f˙] =

Z 1
ZZ 2π
dτ

dσdκ L[f, f 0 , f˙]
2π
0 2π
0
ZZ 2π
dτ
f˙(τ, σ) f˙(τ, κ)
dσdκΠ(σ − κ) 0
2π 0
f (τ, σ) f 0 (τ, κ)

(4.1)
(4.2)

instead of (3.7), which is now formally written as

0

2π

Lsq [f, f 0 , f˙] =

Z 1
dτ
0

2π

s

ZZ 2π

dσdκ L[f, f 0 , f˙].

(4.3)

0

Extremising the squared Lagrangian yields the following integro-differential equation (IDE)
of motion
Z 2π
0

d
dσ − Π(σ − κ)
dτ

f˙(τ, σ)
f˙(τ, σ)
f˙(τ, κ)
+ 0
∂κ Π(σ − κ) 0
0
0
f (τ, σ)f (τ, κ)
f (τ, σ)
f (τ, κ)2
!

!!

≡ 0, (4.4)

which is the main equation studied in this paper and our earlier work [21]. Three additional
comments about (4.4) are in order. Firstly, we see that (4.4) is formally a second order equation in τ -derivatives. Consequently, solutions will depend on chosen boundary conditions,
which might come in form of an initial profile of the diffeomorphism and its first derivative
with respect to the circuit parameter (f (0, σ), f˙(0, σ)) or an initial and a final profile of the
diffeomorphism (f (0, σ), f (1, σ)). The latter is what we generally imagine to be relevant
for a complexity setting, where we are interested in the optimal circuit that implements a
given operation starting from the identity operator. Secondly, however, the second order
derivative with respect to the circuit parameter appears under the integral, so even with
given initial conditions f (0, σ), f˙(0, σ), we could not directly calculate the next time-step in
an Euler-like numerical scheme, because we cannot solve immediately for f¨(0, σ) as a function of the initial conditions. Thirdly, the differential regularisation leads to terms of the
form5 f¨0000 (τ, σ) and f¨00 (τ, σ) besides f¨(τ, σ), which seems unusual based on our intuition
for PDEs and again would prevent us from straightforwardly implementing an Euler-like
numerical scheme. We will come back to these features in section 4.3.3 and appendix C.
Finally, let us elaborate on several features related to (4.4) being an IDE. The reason
that we obtained an IDE as a mathematical description of our problem is easy to understand
from the geodesic analogy introduced in section 3.2. Essentially, we are dealing here with
a geodesic equation
gµν Ẍ µ +

1
(gαν,β + gβν,α − gαβ,ν ) Ẋ α Ẋ β = 0.
2

4

(4.5)

To be clear about terminology, we recognize of course that Lsq is the Lagrangian while L is a Lagrange
density in (4.2).
5
In equation (3.15b), we had carried out differential regularisation symmetrically by integration by parts
in both σ and κ. In the EOM (4.4), there is only the integral over σ left, hence differential regularisation
is carried out only via derivatives in σ, which thus reach up to fourth order.
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LFS =

Z 1
q
dτ

4.2

Trivial solutions, circular fibres

Let us begin by looking at simple solutions of (4.4). The trivial solution is of course
f (τ, σ) = f (σ) = const, i.e. an analogue of a trivial geodesic “solution” Ẋ µ = 0. More
interestingly, for general Π we find it easy to verify that f (τ, σ) = σ + τ is a solution. These
are geodesics which start at the identity f (0, σ) = σ and then just get a τ -dependent translation. Due to the periodicity of the circle, σ ∼ σ+2π, these geodesics are periodic in τ with
period 2π, after which they return to the starting point. These solutions start from identity
and there acquire a natural generalization if one starts from other group element, namely
f (τ, σ) = F (σ + τ )

(4.6)

for any suitable function F (σ). Due to the degeneracy of the metric described in section 3.4
these solutions are null-geodesics for our concrete choice of Π. This can be understood as
a fibration of the space of diffeomorphisms on the circle, with the trivial circular geodesics
being the fibres. The base space can, for example, be defined by all maps f (σ) which
satisfy the condition f (0) = 0, as discussed later in section 4.3.3 and especially figure 1.
See [48] for more details about the topology of the group Dif f + (S 1 ).
4.3

Symmetries and conserved charges

The system (3.7) and its equivalent form (4.2) exhibit a number of interesting continuous
symmetries, for which we can derive conserved charges via the usual Noether procedure.
We will go through these symmetries one by one in this section.
4.3.1

Affine shifts

While the functional (4.2) has lost the full τ -reparametrization invariance of (3.7), it is still
invariant under affine shifts of the form τ → τ + δτ . As already discussed in section 4.1,
the conserved quantity is
Q = Lsq .
(4.7)
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in which a summation over indices has been replaced by an integration over a continuous
variable as in (3.8). Note that we have deliberately not brought (4.5) to its “usual” form by
contracting with the inverse metric g ρν because such an inverse does not exist in our case
due to null directions discussed in 3.4. We revisit this feature in appendix C. Furthermore,
while in general IDEs do find uses in mathematical physics [61] and, what might be interesting in light of the currently ongoing SARS-CoV-2 pandemic, also in modeling the spread
of diseases [62], they may not feel very natural to most general relativists and quantum field
theorists. In these fields one more often deals with partial differential equations and the reason for it is that they respect a notion of locality, such as interactions between only nearest
neighbour particles or propagation of information at finite speeds. Such locality requirements need not to be there in definitions of complexity, where we may want to assign a cost
to a layer of a quantum circuit (1.1) in such a way that the presence of a gate at one point
of the layer may affect how we account for a gate at any other position of the layer. In this
sense, one should not be surprised by the appearance of an IDE in the complexity context.

This, again, will ensure affineness on all solutions. In fact, we can left multiply the equations
R
of motion (4.4) by dκ(f˙(τ, κ) × . . .) to show explicitly that this quantity will be conserved
along any solution.
4.3.2

Conformal symmetry

A different symmetry of the system would be
f → F (f ) ≡ f + δg(f ),

(4.8)

F (σ + 2π) ≡ F (σ) + 2π,

(4.9a)

F (σ) ≡ σ + δg(σ),

(4.9b)

⇒ δg(σ + 2π) = δg(σ).

(4.9c)

This is clearly related to the group of diffeomorphisms on the circle discussed in section 2,
˙
and is trivially a symmetry of the Lagrangian as it maps ff0(τ,σ)
(τ,σ) to itself
f˙(τ, σ)
F 0 (f (τ, σ)) f˙(τ, σ)
→ 0
.
0
f (τ, σ)
F (f (τ, σ)) f 0 (τ, σ)

(4.10)

Essentially, this just shows that the inner product (3.7) is left-invariant. Note that this
kind of symmetry also played a pivotal role in [42].
It is important to point out that it is because of this symmetry that the functional (4.2)
yields a well-defined distance measure on the group of diffeomorphisms on the circle (respecting the group properties), not because of the specific choice of Π as a two-point
function of a CFT. This means that we may also study other choices of Π, such as
Π(σ − κ) = δ(σ − κ) or Π(σ − κ) = δ 00 (σ − κ). We will come back to this in section 6.
Equation (4.8) leads to the conserved quantity
Qδg = 2

ZZ 2π

dσ dκ Π(σ − κ)

0

f˙(τ, σ)
0
f (τ, σ) f 0 (τ, κ)

!

δg(f (τ, κ)).

(4.11)

Again, this can also be derived directly from the equations of motion (4.4), multiplying the
R
whole expression from the left with dκ(δg(f (τ, κ)) × . . .), and treating the ∂κ derivative
with integration by parts. It should be noted that Qδg is an infinite family of conserved
charges, as it is conserved for any choice of δg. Because of this arbitrariness of δg, the
conservation of Qδg actually implies the EOMs (4.4):
EOM s = 0 ⇔

d
Qδg = 0
dτ

∀δg.

(4.12)

Does this mean that our system is Liouville-integrable (see, for example, [63])? For that
to hold, the set of conserved charges {Qδg } would have to be independent (which is true)
and in involution, i.e. the Poisson bracket of any two of these charges has to vanish. This
turns out not the case for the following reason. As expected, it is easy to see that (4.8)
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with arbitrary maps F (f ) respectively g(f ), subject to suitable periodicity conditions:

maps solutions of the EOMs to other solutions, as equation (4.4) essentially just acquires
a prefactor F 0 (f 1(τ,κ)) , as well as two terms which exactly cancel each other. How does such
a map affect the conserved quantities? It is easy to see that under f → F (f ),
Lsq → Lsq

Qδg → Qδĝ

and

(4.13)

with
δĝ(f (τ, κ)) ≡

δg(F (f (τ, κ)))
≈ δg(f ) + δg 0 (f )δk(f ) − δg(f )δk 0 (f )
F 0 (f (τ, κ))

for

F (f ) = f + δk(f ).

4.3.3

From a global U(1) symmetry to a local U(1) gauge freedom

An additional symmetry turns out to be shifts along the circle, δσ = const, which cause
0

f (τ, σ) → f (τ, σ + δσ) ⇒ Q = 2

ZZ 2π

dσ dκ Π(σ − κ)

0

f˙(τ, σ)
.
f 0 (τ, σ)

(4.15)

This can be shown by using that Π is a function of σ − κ, and hence
∂κ Π(σ − κ) = −∂σ Π(σ − κ),

(4.16)

d
We can show explicitly that dτ
Q0 = 0 by left-multiplying the EOMs (4.4) with dκ(f 0 (κ)×
. . .). This symmetry shifts a function around the circle, hence due to the periodicity of σ,
this is a (global) U(1)-symmetry.
In a case where we use differential regularisation, something interesting happens. When

R

Π(σ − κ) = ∂σ ∂κ Π̃(σ − κ)

(4.17)

for some Π̃, integration by parts in κ above clearly shows that Q0 = 0 also when δσ depends
on τ . This is because the circular fibres are now null (see section 3.4), and the U(1) shift
symmetry becomes a gauge freedom. If f (τ, σ) is a solution to the equations of motion, then
so will be f (τ, σ+α(τ )) for any function α(τ ), as wiggling a geodesic along the circular nulldirection does not incur any cost in terms of distance traversed.6 From the point of view of
defining a distance measure, this wiggling of the geodesic along the circular fibres is hence
a redundancy in our physical description of the system.7 See figure 1 for an illustration.
6

Circuits of the form f (τ, σ) = g(σ + α(τ )) with arbitrary α(τ ) also appeared in [42] as solutions to their
equations of motion. However, there the associated cost was nontrivial.
7
Let us note here that geodesic motion on degenerate metrics with a circular null-direction has also
been studied in the context of an alternative to Kaluza-Klein unification of gravity and electromagnetism
in [64, 65], see also [66].
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(4.14)
So δĝ = δg if and only if δk = δg in general. Thus, under a symmetry transformation
corresponding to the charge Qδk , the charge Qδg corresponding to a different symmetry will
in general transform nontrivially, so their Poisson bracket cannot vanish. Due to absence
of Liouville integrability, instead of trying to find action-angle coordinates to solve (4.4),
in section 4.4 we will solve perturbatively for transformations that are close to each other.

π

α(τ )

0
−π

τ

f1 (σ)

f (τ, σ + α(τ ))

f0 (σ)
Figure 1. The space of allowed maps can be described via circular fibres over a base-space. This
base space can be described as the space of allowed maps for which f (0) = 0, while the points along
the fibre have f (α) = 0. The circuit f (τ, σ) = f (τ + σ) is trivially a geodesic for any Π and winds
around such a fibre as an uncontractible cycle, see section 4.2. Assume for a given Π, a geodesic
circuit f (τ, σ) (solid red curve) connects two points f0 (σ), f1 (σ) in the base space (shaded area). If
the cycles are null, then this circuit can be wiggled along the circle by an arbitrary function α(τ )
(solid, dashed and dotted red lines above), and f (τ, σ + α(τ )) will still be a geodesic of identical
length — the geodesic problem on the degenerate metric has a U(1)-gauge redundancy.

The presence of the gauge redundancy explains why when using differential regularisation the highest τ -derivative in the EOMs can appear in the form of a combination of
terms involving f¨(τ, σ), f¨00 (τ, σ) and higher spacial derivatives, as we already noted in section 4.1. In order to calculate a numerical solution to the EOMs via an Euler-like scheme,
we would have to compute the second order time-derivative f¨(0, σ) for given initial conditions (f (0, σ), f˙(0, σ)). If we can only obtain a combination of f¨(0, σ), f¨00 (0, σ), . . . etc as a
function of the initial conditions, this gives us an ordinary differential equation for f¨(0, σ)
in σ that has to be solved before the next numerical step in τ can be calculated. Solving
this equation will require boundary conditions. Most of these boundary conditions can
be fixed by requiring periodicity along the circle (e.g. f¨00 (0, σ) = f¨00 (0, σ + 2π)), but the
last step yielding f¨(0, σ) will generally be ambiguous. This ambiguity corresponds to the
freedom of choosing the function α(τ ), and can be (gauge-) fixed by demanding a condition like f (τ, 0) = 0 ∀τ , i.e. demanding that the circuits lie in the base space. This would
correspond to only considering the group Dif f0+ (S 1 ) in [48].
As pointed out in section 3.4, in the special case h = 0 the degeneracy of the metric
is extended by the appearance of additional null-directions. Based on our understanding
developed so far, we expect the U(1)-gauge redundancy to be enhanced to an PSL(2, R)
gauge-group for h = 0. We confirm this explicitly in appendix A.
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α

4.4

Iterative solutions

Instead of working with the inverse metric methods discussed in appendix C to bring
the equations into a form that can be treated numerically with an Euler-like algorithm,
we present in this section an iterative approach that can be used to obtain approximate
solutions to the equations of motion for specific initial and final conditions. Note that for
this, it will often be beneficial to rewrite the Lagrangian as
ZZ

Lsq =

Z
Z
f˙(τ, σ) f˙(τ, κ)
f˙(τ, σ) f˙(τ, κ + σ)
dσdκ Π(σ − κ) 0
=
dκ
Π(κ)
dσ
. (4.18)
f (τ, σ) f 0 (τ, κ)
f 0 (τ, σ) f 0 (τ, κ + σ)

Z 2π

dκ log sin
0

 2 !
κ

2

cos(nκ) = −

2π
,
n

(4.19)

 2 !

Z 2π

dκ log sin
0

κ
2

sin(nκ) = 0,

(4.20)

so the Lagrangian can then also be evaluated analytically when one knows the Fourier
R
expansion of the dσ-integral.
Let us assume we want to calculate the geodesic circuit from f0 (σ) = σ at τ = 0 to
some target map,
f1 (σ) = σ + ε g(σ)
(4.21)
at τ = 1 with ε  1.8 We know that to lowest order in ε, the geodesic circuit connecting
these two maps will just be the linear interpolation between them, and for higher order
corrections in ε we take the ansatz
f (τ, σ) = σ + τ ε g(σ) + ε2 f (2) (τ, σ) + ε3 f (3) (τ, σ) + . . . .

(4.22)

While the equations of motion (4.4) at each order in the perturbative expansion in ε
are linear in the sought-after function, they are still IDEs and, therefore, are hard to
solve analytically. This can be leveraged when working in Fourier space. To this end, we
represent f (n) (τ, σ)’s from (4.22) as a Fourier series
f (n) (τ, σ) = bn,0 (τ ) +

X

bn,j (τ ) cos(j σ) +

j∈N

X

an,j (τ ) sin(j σ).

(4.23)

j∈N

Instead of one integro-differential equation of motion for f (n) (τ, σ), we obtain an infinite
number of coupled ordinary differential equations (ODEs) for the modes bn,0 (τ ), bn,j (τ )
and an,j (τ ). The term bn,0 (τ ) is related to the gauge redundancy discussed in section 4.3.3
and can be set equal to zero at every order. The other modes should be solved for subject
to the conditions
an,j (0) = an,j (1) = bn,j (0) = bn,j (1) = 0.
(4.24)
8

This small expansion parameter ε should not be confused with the Lie-algebra element (τ, σ) defined
in (2.6).
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This identity is of course mathematically trivial, but very helpful in practice when the
R
dσ-integral can be evaluated analytically. Note that for n ∈ N, [67]

n=1
n=2
n=3
n=4
n=5
n=6
n=7
n=8

m=1
X

m=2

m=3

m=4

m=5

m=6

m=7

m=8

X
X

X
X

X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X

X
X

X

The important realisation is that this problem simplifies greatly when g(σ) from (4.21)
is proportional to one single Fourier-mode: g(σ) = sin(mσ + δ) with some integer m, where
R
for simplicity we set δ = 0. Then, in evaluating the inner dσ-integral in (4.18) we can
make use of identities such as
Z 2π
0

dσ cos(mσ) cos(n(σ + κ)) = δm,n π cos(nκ) for m, n ∈ N,

(4.25)

which allow at each order to obtain an analytical expression for the Lagrangian in terms of
the modes bn,j (τ ), an,j (τ ), and interestingly, high Fourier modes always decouple. To this
end, for each order εn of the Lagrangian, and g(σ) = sin(mσ) with m, n ∈ N, there will
always be some integer number M (m, n) such that the part of the Lagrangian dependent
on these higher modes reads
Lsq = . . . +

X

da,n,j ȧn,j (τ )2 + db,n,j ḃn,j (τ )2 .

(4.26)

j∈N,j≥M (m,n)

This leads to trivial equations än,j = 0 = b̈n,j , which, subject to the conditions (4.24),
simply imply an,j = 0 = bn,j for sufficiently large j. For example, for g(σ) = sin(σ), we
iteratively find
f (τ, σ) ≈ σ + ε τ sin(σ) + ε2

c τ 2 − c τ + 20 h τ 2 − 20 h τ
sin(2 σ) + . . .
4 (c + 8 h)

(4.27)

with all modes bn,j = 0. The modes sin(mσ) appearing at order εn in this solution follow
the simple pattern shown in table 1. Each time, the function an,m (τ ) is a simple polynomial
in τ of order n.
What is now the distance between f (0, σ) = σ and f (1, σ) = σ + ε sin(σ)? As the
Lagrangian is conserved and the curve is parametrised such that it reaches its destination
at τ = 1, the square of the distance9 is just equal to the value of the Lagrangian Lsq up to
9

Remember that since section 4.1 we are working with the square of the original Lagrangian, which is
more convenient for deriving the equations of motion. However, we have left ambiguous whether the actual
value of the complexity should be calculated from this squared Lagrangian, or the original Lagrangian including the square root (4.3). See [68] for a discussion of this issue. Having the results of [37, 38] for the complexity=volume proposal in mind, the squared Lagrangian seems more relevant for the holographic duality.
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Table 1. Fourier-modes sin(m σ) showing up at order εn in (4.27).

a factor of 2π. We find:
Lsq

π 2 3 c 2 + 56 c h + 112 h 2 4
= 2π h ε +
ε + ...
96 (c + 8 h)
2



2

(4.28)

p

One aspect, which would be interesting to understand better, are possible shortcuts in
circuits leading to (4.28) related to an exchange of dominance (i.e. minimal length) between
competing geodesics. Such shortcuts were discussed in a related context in [69].

5

Properties of the Fubini-Study geometry

5.1

Geodesic triangles

It would be useful to characterise the geometry of the infinite dimensional space that
we are working with by calculating curvature invariants. Unfortunately, as the metric
is degenerate, there is no inverse metric and hence Christoffel-symbols, Riemann-tensor
and Ricci-scalar cannot be defined. While in the following section we will look at such
characterizations of the equivalent metric introduced in appendix C, here we focus on
directly probing the underlying by studying infinitesimal geodesic triangles and resulting
sectional curvatures, see figure 2. To achieve this, we calculate the geodesic distances
between the three points f (σ) = σ, f1 (τ, σ), and f2 (τ, σ). The latter are the points at
0 ≤ τ ≤ 1 along the geodesics connecting f1 (0, σ) = f2 (0, σ) = σ and f1 (1, σ) = σ +ε sin(σ)
and f2 (1, σ) = σ + 12 ε sin(2 σ). Both geodesics assume ε  1 and the optimal circuit for
f1 (τ, σ) is given by (4.27).
10

While the distance in Hilbert space is an angle between the two states and lies between 0 and π2 , this is
not the case for the Fubini-Study complexity in most of the cases. For example, the Fubini-Study complexity
between two groundstates of harmonic oscillators with frequencies ω1 and ω2 based on Gaussian transfor1
mations is proportional to log ω
and can be arbitrarily large [4]. The “simple” rotation between such two
ω2
states is realized via a non-Gaussian transformation. We believe an analogous statement applies in the case
presented here and the possibility of diverging Fubini-Study distance is simply a feature of our construction.
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As expected, for small ε the distance Lsq will be linear in ε. Note that this order in ε
vanishes for h = 0, as in this case the initial tangentvector f˙(0, σ) ∼ sin(σ) of the geodesic
circuit for ε → 0 is a null-vector, see section 3.4. Note that for ε = 1, f 0 (1, σ) = 1 + cos(σ)
can be zero, and such maps with f 0 (σ) = 0 for some σ are not proper group elements
as they would not be invertible one-to-one maps of the circle to itself. Given that such
˙
maps would also lead to a divergence in ff0 and hence the Lagrangian, it seems reasonable
that they might form some kind of (asymptotic) boundary of the space of allowed maps,
presumably at infinite distance.10 This might be envisioned to be qualitatively similar to
the finite-dimensional hyperbolic disc and we will return to this discussion in sections 5.1
and 6. We would hence expect that the series in (4.28) has a finite convergence radius ε < 1
and describes an analytic function with a pole at ε = 1. For this reason we should not trust
results obtained with our iterative procedure anywhere near ε = 1. We will discuss this
further in section 6, and will study the limit h/c → ∞ in some more detail in appendix B.

ε
f (σ) = σ + 12 ε sin(2σ)
τ =1
τ
f2 (τ, σ)
γ(ε, τ )
τ = 0,
α(ε)
f (σ) = σ
ε

τ
f1 (τ, σ)

f (σ) = σ + ε sin(σ)

τ =1
Figure 2. Geodesic triangle in the space of maps. The dashed lines signify the non-geodesic paths
f1 (1, σ) = σ + ε sin(σ) and f2 (1, σ) = σ + 12 ε sin(2σ) parametrised by ε. For small ε, we are able
to approximately calculate the geodesics between these endpoints and the identity map f (σ) = σ
via the iterative procedure of section 4.4. These geodesics are parametrized by τ , and we can also
calculate the approximate geodesic and distance between the points at 0 ≤ τ ≤ 1 on these geodesics.
All geodesics are shown as straight lines. As a function of ε and τ , we can now calculate the lengths
of the sides of this geodesic triangle as well as the angles in its edges. This allows to probe the
sectional curvatures of the space in the respective tangent plane.

There are two objects that are related to the sectional curvature which are of interest
to us. The first is the sum of the angles of the triangle
α(ε) + β(ε, τ ) + γ(ε, τ ) = π +

h (13 h − 4 c)
p
τ 2 ε2 + . . . .
8(c + 3 h) h (c + 8 h)

(5.1)

As expected, in the limits ε → 0 or τ → 0 where the triangle becomes small, the sum of
angles goes to π. This is the correct result on a flat space, and of course locally any curved
space looks flat. The next to leading term is interesting, because it indicates that the sum of
4
the angles of the infinitesimal geodesic triangle is < π for h/c < 13
(indicative of a negative
4
sectional curvature) and > π for h/c > 13 (indicative of a positive sectional curvature).
Similarly, we can calculate the geodesic distance between f1 (τ, σ) and f2 (τ, σ) as a
function of τ :
!
!
√
π c + 24 h
π h (4 c − 13 h)
2
3
4
√
√
√
d1↔2 (τ, ε) =
ε + O(ε ) τ +
ε + O(ε ) τ 3 + . . .
2 2
12 2(c + 3 h) c + 24 h
(5.2)
To leading order, the increase is linear in τ , which again is expected for a flat space.
However, the next orders show that the distance between the geodesics will grow faster
4
than linearly for h/c < 13
, as again is typical for negatively curved spaces which tend to
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β(ε, τ )

4
defocus geodesics. For h/c > 13
the growth of the distance is less than linear, as is typical
for positively curved spaces which tend to focus geodesics. This demonstrates how we can
use our techniques for calculating geodesic distances developed in section 4.4 to probe the
sectional curvature of the space in a given tangent-plane.

5.2

Curvature of equivalent metric

As explained in the previous section, we cannot formally compute curvature invariants such
as Ricci curvature or sectional curvatures because our metric is degenerate. However, we
can calculate curvature invariants for the equivalent metric discussed in appendix C, and,
as we will show below, the values of these invariants will describe the physical behaviour
of a well defined set of geodesics in our model, specifically the geodesics investigated in
sections 4.4 and 5.1.
In ordinary, finite dimensional differential geometry, the sectional curvature K(u, v) in
a tangent-plane spanned by vectors uµ , v µ is defined as

K(u, v) =

Riklm ui ul v k v m
.
||u||2 ||v||2 − (u · v)2

(5.3)

To make the paper self-contained, we provide below the form of the Riemann tensor

Riklm

1
=
2

∂ 2 gim
∂ 2 gkl
∂ 2 gil
∂ 2 gkm
+
−
−
∂xk ∂xl ∂xi ∂xm ∂xk ∂xm ∂xi ∂xl

!

+ g np (Γnkl Γpim − Γnkm Γpil ) (5.4)

and the Christoffel-Symbols (of the first kind) are defined in (C.9). As anticipated, (5.4)
requires the use of the inverse metric, and can hence not be defined for a degenerate
metric, however, it can be easily defined for the invertible equivalent metric (C.15) defined
in appendix C.
For this, we first note that using the rules of geodesic analogy (3.8)–(3.10), the equations of motion (4.4) can indeed be phrased in a form equivalent to (4.5) by writing
∂gσα
δ
Π(σ − α)
δ 0 (σ − β)
δ 0 (α − β)
→
=
−Π(σ
−
α)
+
.
∂xβ
δf (β) f 0 (σ)f 0 (α)
f 0 (σ)2 f 0 (α) f 0 (σ)f 0 (α)2
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The reason why the sign of the sectional curvature is interesting is that at the end of
section 4.4 we formulated our expectation for an analogy between the hyperbolic disk and
the space under study here, and according to this analogy we would naively expect to find
negative sectional curvatures. Furthermore, negative sectional curvatures in the dynamics
of complex systems are known to be indicative of a strong dependence of geodesics on
initial conditions and hence an instability of the geodesic problem [70, 71], and for models of
complexity the qualitative importance of negative sectional curvatures has been discussed in
detail in [72–74]. We will consequently study sectional curvatures in more detail in the next
section, and then discuss the qualitative meaning of our findings in more detail in section 6.

Similarly, in (5.4) we make the replacement
∂ 2 gσα
δ
→
γ
β
∂x ∂x
δf (γ)

δ
Π(σ − α)
(5.6)
δf (β) f 0 (σ)f 0 (α)
Π(σ − α)
Π(σ − α)
= 2δ 0 (σ − γ)δ 0 (σ − β) 0 3 0
+ δ 0 (α − γ)δ 0 (σ − β) 0 2 0 2
f (σ) f (α)
f (σ) f (α)
Π(σ − α)
Π(σ − α)
+ 2δ 0 (α − γ)δ 0 (α − β) 0
+ δ 0 (σ − γ)δ 0 (α − β) 0 2 0 2 .
0
3
f (σ)f (α)
f (σ) f (α)




3
K(u, v) = 2
π (m + n)

(2 m + n)(m + 2 n)
(2 m − n) (m + n)2
−
24 h + c (m + n − 1) (m + n + 1) m (24 h + c (m2 − 1))

!

for m > n.

(5.7)
This is one of our most important results. As expected, this result is independent of the
constant λ > 0 introduced in appendix C to cure the degeneracy of the metric. Some
concrete values for sectional curvatures for h = 0 and h = c are shown in table 2. Note
that the h = 0 results are provided under the assumption that we can smoothly take
the limit h → 0 of our results for geodesic circuits and sectional curvatures, despite the
enhanced degeneracy of the metric at h = 0 discussed in sections 3.4 and appendix A.
4
One can show that for h/c > 13
, a finite number of these sectional curvatures will be
positive, while infinitely many ones for large enough m, n will be negative. This seems to
indicate that the generic curvature felt by the geodesic curves we are investigating will be
negative. Only in the limit hc → ∞ do all sectional curvatures in (5.7) become positive.
The critical value of hc at which the sectional curvature in a given tangent-plane switches
sign from negative to positive is given by
h
c

 

=
crit

2m4 + 6m3 n + 2m2 n2 + 2m2 − 2mn3 + 2mn − n4 + n2
for m > n,
24 (2m2 + 2mn + n2 )

(5.8)

with sample values for small m, n provided in table 3. Clearly, for m = 2, n = 1, we
4
recover the value of 13
that played a prominent role in section 5.1, which is an important
consistency check between the two approaches.
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As said before, in order to evaluate (5.4) we need to be able to define an inverse metric. At
this point we note that the iterative solutions calculated as in section 4.4 for the sides of
a geodesic triangle like the one in figure 2 turn out to satisfy condition (C.14) for generic
values of c, h > 0 as long as the corners of the triangle are located at points f (σ) =
ε
0, f1 (1, σ) = σ + m
sin(m σ), f2 (1, σ) = σ + nε sin(n σ), n 6= m, n, m ∈ N. This means
that when studying the geometry of these geodesics we can replace the two-point function
by its equivalent (C.15), without changing the relevant sectional curvatures. The Fouriercomponents of the inverse of the equivalent metric are then defined by equation (C.7) for
every m ∈ Z. We then use the geodesic analogy (3.8)–(3.10) to justify the replacement
RR
g np Γnkl Γpim → dn dp q (n − p) f 0 (τ, n) f 0 (τ, p) Γ(n, k, l) Γ(p, i, m).
Hence we are able to calculate the extrinsic curvatures (5.3) at the location f (σ) = σ
(⇒ f 0 (σ) = 1) for tangent-vectors of the form u = sin(m σ), v = sin(n σ), m 6= n, m, n ∈ N.
For this we first note that u · v = 0 and the norm ||v||2 was already given in (3.16). The
sectional curvatures can then be evaluated in a rather tedious computation, and we obtain
the result

n

m=1

m=2

m=3

m=4

m=5

1

X

− π22

− 4π3 2

− 5π2 2

− 4π1 2

2

-0.20

X

11
− 10π
2

23
− 35π
2

61
− 140π
2

3

-0.076

-0.11

X

43
− 56π
2

461
− 840π
2

4

-0.041

-0.067

-0.078

X

71
− 120π
2

5

-0.025

-0.044

-0.056

-0.060

X

m=1

m=2

m=3

m=4

m=5

1

X

1
8π 2

0.013

X

3

0.0049

0.0076

X

1
520π 2
11
− 767π
2
5
− 273π
2

53
− 2360π
2

2

5
104π 2
3
40π 2

4

0.00020

-0.0015

-0.0019

X

11
− 120π
2

5

-0.0023

-0.0058

-0.0085

-0.0093

X

2
− 35π
2
97
− 1160π
2

Table 2. Sectional curvatures K(u, v) at f (σ) = σ for c = 1, h = 0 (top) and c = h = 1 (bottom)
for small values of m, n. Note that (5.7) is not symmetric under exchanging m ↔ n because it was
simplified assuming m > n in order to get rid of terms like sign(m−n), but the values of K(u, v) are
of course symmetric. We make use of that symmetry, for the convenience of the reader, to display
both exact values above the diagonal and approximate decimal values below the diagonal. While
in the h = 0 case all sectional curvatures are negative, for large enough values h a finite number of
the sectional curvatures will be positive. Only in the limit h/c → ∞ will all the curvatures become
positive, see also table 3.

m=1

m=2

m=3

m=4

m=5

m=6

n=1

X

4
13

n=2

0.308

X

3
5
11
17

n=3

0.600

0.647

X

40
41
115
104
43
39

n=4

0.976

1.11

1.10

X

175
122
61
37
461
267
355
212

n=5

1.43

1.65

1.73

1.67

X

168
85
91
40
95
39
335
136
371
157

n=6

1.98

2.27

2.44

2.46

2.36

X

Table 3. Values of h/c at which the sectional curvatures K(u, v) turn from negative to positive,
for small values of m, n. This is calculated from equation (5.8) for m > n, and as in table 2 we
display both exact and approximate values.
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n

We can now study additional tangent-planes at f (σ) = σ. For tangent vectors of the
form u = sin(m σ), v = cos(n σ), m 6= n, m, n ∈ N, we still have u · v = 0 and the norms
given by (3.16). In fact, for m > n the sectional curvatures are given by (5.7) again, while
for m < n we would get the same expression (5.7) with m ↔ n interchanged. For u =
sin(m σ), v = cos(n σ) we can also study the case m = n, n ∈ N. We still have v · u = 0 and
3n
K(u, v) = 2
π



4
9
−
2
c − 24 h − c n
c − 24 h − 4 c n2



−

432 λ
.
(24 π h + π c (n2 − 1))2

(5.9)

where we have already taken the limit λ → 0. This is again consistent with our earlier finding that for fixed finite h/c ≥ 0, at most a finite number11 of the sectional curvatures will
be positive, while the remaining infinite number of sectional curvatures will be negative,
so that the generic curvature of the space is negative unless the limit h/c → +∞ is taken.
As discussed in the previous section, the sign of the sectional curvatures is qualitatively
important for the physical interpretation of our distance measure as a measure of complexity. We will discuss this issue in more detail in the next section, where we compare the
geometry investigated in this paper with the one underlying the Korteweg-de Vries (KdV)
and other Euler-Arnold type equations.

6

Comparison to KdV and other Euler-Arnold equations

6.1

Euler-Arnold equations as wave equations

So far, we have defined a form of geodesic motion on the infinite-dimensional Virasoro
group-manifold via the functional (3.7) and the equations of motion (4.4). As we explained,
these equations can be readily recognized by any general relativist as a generalisation of
geodesic motion to infinite dimensions via the geodesic analogy of section 3.2. Especially
the fact that summation over discrete indices is replaced by integration over a continuous
variable (3.8) is important as it leads to the integro-differential nature of the equation (4.4).
The concept of geodesic motion on group-manifolds including the Virasoro-group is not new
and has been studied in detail to date, see [75–78] for overviews. Such equations are often
referred to as Euler-Arnold equations, due to the seminal contributions of Arnold [78],
11

Of course, in saying this we only consider sectional curvatures for tangent planes spanned by orthogonal
tangent vectors of the type u = sin(mσ) or v = cos(nσ), m, n ∈ N, such that there is a countable infinity
of such tangent planes.
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Note that in contrast to (5.7), this curvature now depends explicitly on the parameter λ
introduced in appendix C, however, the limit λ → 0 can be smoothly taken. For h = 0 and
n = 1, this curvature diverges because ||v||2 = 0, in contrast to (5.7) where even in this
limit we obtain a finite result as factors from the nominator and denominator cancelled
in the derivation. Similar to the above results we find that for h/c  1, all the (finite)
curvatures (5.9) will be negative, and as h/c increases for given n will turn positive at the
critical values
 

h
1 
=
5 + 7 n2 ,
(5.10)
c crit 120

who amongst other achievements showed that the Euler equations of fluid dynamics can
be phrased as a geodesic motion on a diffeomorphism group [79].
The usual procedure herein is to define an inner product on the Lie-algebra of the
group, which is extended to the tangent-space at every group-element by requiring rightor left-invariance. For example, on the Virasoro-group with (v(τ, σ)∂σ , b(v) (τ )) being a
two-component object consisting of the Lie-algebra element v(τ, σ)∂σ of the group of diffeomorphisms and the real-valued function b(v) (τ ) associated with the central extension [48],
the inner product
E

(v(τ, σ)∂σ , b(v) (τ )), (w(τ, σ)∂σ , b(w) (τ )) ≡

Z

α v w + β v 0 w0 dσ + b(v) · b(w)


(6.1)

leads to the equations of motion
α v̇ + 3v v 0 − β v̇ 00 + 2v 0 v 00 + v v 000 − b(v) v 000 = 0,




ḃ

(v)

= 0.

(6.2)
(6.3)

A number of famous integrable equations follow from this, such as the Camassa-Holm
equation (α = β = 1), the Hunter-Saxton equation (α = 0, β = 1), the Korteweg-de Vries
equation (α = 1, β = 0) and the inviscid Burgers equation (α = 1, β = 0, b(v) (τ ) = 0).
All the aforementioned equations have the well-known physical interpretation of describing wave propagation and we will first briefly review this point of view following [80]
and in section 6.2 elucidate their possible interpretation in terms of complexity. The use of
Euler-Arnold equations in the latter context was proposed in [36] and were subsequently
explored in [42, 69] and our previous paper [21]. Consider again the KdV equation (6.2)
c
(α = 1, β = 0) and set b(v) = 12
6= 0, consistent with (6.3). The 2π-periodic function
v(τ, σ) can be interpreted as the wave profile of a shallow water wave. Of course, we know
that waves propagating in media may transport energy, but they do not always have to
transport particles. The fluid-elements whose collective movement forms the wave may not
have travelled at all from their initial position after a wave has passed. Following [80], the
time-dependent position x(τ ) of a fluid element shuffled around by the passing wave with
wave profile v (which solves the KdV equation) is given by
ẋ(τ ) = v(τ, x(τ )).

(6.4)

Some interesting general properties of solutions x(τ ) to this equation were studied in [80].
Comparing with our formulation and notation of circuits describing conformal transformations of section 4.3.2 and based on [21, 36, 42], we can identify v with  (as expected, they
are the Lie-algebra elements), x with f (they are positions on the circle), and equation (6.4)
with (2.6).
One important phenomenon that has been studied extensively in such wave equations
is wave breaking. For example in the case of the HS equation, it was shown in [81] that
the underlying geometry maps the group-manifold to an open subset of a sphere. At the
end of section 4.4, we discussed that as we deal only with invertible maps f (τ, σ) of the
circle to itself, the maps for which the derivative f 0 (τ, σ) can either vanish or diverge form
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D

a boundary of this set. The result of [81] implies that under the geometry implied by the
HS equation, this set is geodesically incomplete. Geodesics can leave the space of invertible
maps on the circle in finite affine parameter τ , corresponding to wave profiles that break
in finite time.
6.2

Relation to our framework

We have seen that the v and w in (6.1) are elements of the Virasoro-algebra, i.e. correspond
to (τ, σ) (2.6) in our notation, and we ignored the component b(v) (τ ) related to the central
extension since it gives rise to a phase factor in U (1.1). An alternative way to view  is
Ḟ (τ, σ)
,
F 0 (τ, σ)

(6.5)

where F is the inverse of f , i.e.
F (τ, f (τ, σ)) = σ.

(6.6)

For example, to derive the Burgers equation directly from (6.1) with α = 1, β = 0, we
R
R
first note that in terms of the circuit f , we have (τ, σ)2 dσ = f˙(τ, ρ)2 f (τ, ρ) dρ for the
kinetic term of the geodesics. The equation of motion following from this after variation
with respect to f reads
0 = f¨f 0 + 2f˙f˙0 ⇒ 0 = ˙ + 30 ,
(6.7)
where in the last step we recover the Burgers equation in its usual form by rephrasing the
equation in terms of  instead of f .
In order to connect complexity-born functional (4.2) with inner products of the
˙
form (6.1), we recognize the ratio ff0(τ,σ)
(τ,σ) appearing there as an analogue of  for the inverse
circuit
f˙(τ, σ)
ˆ(τ, F (τ, σ)) = Ḟ (τ, σ) ⇒ ˆ(τ, σ) = − 0
.
(6.8)
f (τ, σ)
It is then clear that (4.2) can be phrased as only being dependent on ˆ.
In order to understand how our approach fits together with the Euler-Arnold equations
discussed above, let us for a moment ignore the difference between  and ˆ. As discussed,
the starting point for Euler-Arnold type equations is an inner product (6.1) on the Virasoroalgebra, which has the general form
D

(v, b(v) ), (w, b(w) )

E

D

Vir

≡ hv, wiDiff + + b(v) , b(w)

E

.

(6.9)

R

The norm of a curves tangent-vector is then interpreted as a kinetic term from which
geodesic equations for an optimal circuit can be derived. As we see, the Virasoro inner
product (6.9) is a sum of a product on the algebra of diffeomorphisms of the circle and a
product for the real-valued functions b(v) that is a consequence of the central extension.
Continuing to ignore the difference between  and ˆ, we can now interpret (4.2) as arising
from an expression
ZZ
hv, wiDiff + =

dσ dκ Π(σ − κ) v(σ) w(κ).
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(τ, f (τ, σ)) = f˙(τ, σ) ⇒ (τ, σ) = −

Π(σ − κ) = α δ(σ − κ) + β δ 00 (σ − κ).

(6.11)

In fact, we can now make educated guesses about which setups might give rise to
complexity-equations of this type, and which of the three integrable equations discussed
above, KdV, CH and HS, would be the most realistic models of complexity. Firstly, we
would expect such equations to describe Fubini-Study state complexity in a hypothetical
setup where the two-point function evaluated in |Ri takes the ultralocal form (6.11). Secondly, given the importance of differential regularisation (section 3.3), metric degeneracy
(section 3.4) and gauge invariance (section 4.3.3) for the absence of cost assignment for
complex phases, we recognise that it is the HS equation, α = 0, β = 1 in (6.2), which
should yield the most plausible model of complexity.12 When it comes to the ease of solving, the HS equation lies somewhere in between the KdV equation studied in [36, 42], which
however assigns non-zero complexity to complex phases, and our Fubini-Study result (4.4),
which are considerably more complicated due to their partial integro-differential nature.
One interesting physical quantity by which such equations and their solutions can be
qualitatively characterized and compared are sectional curvatures. As shown in section 5.2,
the generic curvature felt by the geodesic curves solving the Fubini-Study IDE (4.4) appears
to be negative unless h/c → ∞. This indicates a strong dependence of geodesics on initial
conditions [70, 71] which is qualitatively expected for models of holographic complexity [72–
74], as it is an early-time signal for chaos.13 However, we should remind the reader that
our equation (4.4) is completely universal and negative sectional curvature arise for free
CFTs1+1 as well as for holographic CFTs1+1 . It is also known that the metrics associated
with the KdV and CH equations give rise to sectional curvatures of non-definite sign [82, 83],
while the geometry of the HS equation corresponding to an open subset of a sphere has
12

On a formal level, the degeneracy of the metric on the Virasoro-algebra means that it might be as well
defined as a non-degenerate metric on the homogeneous space V ir/S 1 [75]. This operation of taking the
group manifold modulo rotations corresponds to fixing the U(1)-gauge symmetry of section 4.3.3.
13
A late-time signal for chaos is ergodicity. We leave the question of ergodicity in our model for further
study, but qualitatively we do not expect it to be present. The reason for this is that we expect circuits in
our model to run off towards the (asymptotic) boundary of the space of maps. This is in contrast to the
toy-model of [72], which is constructed by starting with geodesic motion on a hyperbolic disk and excising
the asymptotic boundary, replacing it with a topologically non-trivial “sewing together” of patches of the
excision surface. The topological sewing sends geodesics that would go towards the asymptotic boundary
back inwards.
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While one might claim that the Fubini-Study complexity only defines geodesic motion on
the group of diffeomorphisms and not the Virasoro group with its central extension, we
would rather take the viewpoint that (6.10) defines an inner product of the form (6.9)
on
Virasoro-algebra, which however is degenerate because we implicitly set
D the entire
E
(v)
(w)
b ,b
= 0. Of course, starting from section 3.4 the degeneracy of our metric has
R
been discussed in various places in this paper, and we have come to appreciate it as a very
desirable feature of our construction, in line with our generic expectation that operations
which only change a state by a complex phase should not incur any cost.
We now also understand that the inner product (6.1) falls neatly into our general
framework (6.10) when choosing

6.3

Fubini-Study vs. operator complexity

Let us now elaborate on the difference between (τ, σ) as appearing in (6.5) and ˆ(τ, σ)
defined in (6.8). Obviously, interchanging  and ˆ corresponds to interchanging f (τ, σ) with
its inverse function F (τ, σ). In the following we will use capital letters to denote inverses.
Note that if f2 (σ) = g(f1 (σ)), then the inverses of these functions satisfy F2 (σ) = F1 (G(σ)),
hence the manifest invariance of ˆ under conformal maps discussed in section (4.3.2) means
our inner product is left-invariant, while the inner product (6.1) formulated in terms of 
is invariant under F → G(F ) and hence right-invariant. Note also that according to our
complexity definition, the distance between the identity map f = σ and a map f = f1
is identical to the distance between f = σ and f = F1 . This is easy to show by using
invariance under a change of affine parameter τ → s = 1−τ and invariance under conformal
transformations (4.8). We thus consider both left- and right-invariant inner products to be
equally admissible on physical grounds.
In our view, the difference between using  and ˆ corresponds to an important difference
in the kind of complexity we are defining. The first, which we have assumed in all of the
paper before this section, emerges by starting with an energy eigenstate |hi and evaluating
the Hilbert space distance traversed by the circuit defined by (1.1). Herein, the state
with respect to which the cost of a generator is counted is constantly updated along the
circuit according to (1.3). This is why equation (1.6) depends on the expectation value
ψ(τ )|Q2 |ψ(τ ) of the generator Q (2.5) under the state |ψ(τ )i. Only by introducing the
operator Q̃ in equations (2.7) can we write this in terms of a two-point function in a fixed
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consequently constant positive curvature [81]. As we discussed above, this leads to a
geodesic incompleteness of the Virasoro group under the geometry imposed by the HS
equation. This may have a perfectly acceptable and interesting physical interpretation as
wave breaking when viewing the HS equation as a wave equation, but from a complexity
point of view this phenomenon would be harder to interpret, and may call into question
the validity of the HS equation as a model of complexity.
It would thus be valuable to develop a better understanding of the conditions on a
generic Π under which equations of the form (4.4) do or do not allow for such wave breaking
in finite time τ . This issue might be closely connected with other relevant geometric aspects,
such as the existence of conjugate points or cut loci [69, 74], which in turn will clearly
depend on the sectional curvatures and their signs. The existence of cut loci or conjugate
points would also pose questions about the iterative procedure defined in section 5, for
example about when it converges to a global minimum of the action, or what its convergence
radius is in general. Of course such questions have been studied in detail for the KdV, CH,
and HS equations in the mathematical literature, but we are not aware of generic results for
abstract equations of the form (4.4) with general Π. Interestingly, however, the generalised
Constantin-Lax-Majda (CLM) equation studied in [84–86] appears to be related (again,
up to interchanging  and ˆ) to the inner product (3.15a) in the limit c → 0. In fact,
the sectional curvatures calculated in Theorem 21 of [86] are in exact agreement, up to an
overall rescaling of the metric, with the c → 0 limit of our results (5.7), (5.9) (for λ = 1).
We consider this to be a non-trivial consistency check of our results.

7

Summary and outlook

Our article builds on [36–38, 40, 42] and provides a comprehensive treatment of complexity
associated with constructing Virasoro group elements and states obtained by their action
on the vacuum or other energy eigenstates in CFTs1+1 . A compressed version of some of our
findings appeared earlier in [21]. The main motivation to address this particular problem is
shared with [33–43] and stems from identifying the group of local conformal transformations
as a territory where holographic complexity proposals [27–31] stand a chance of being
matched by a bona fide QFT calculation based on [4, 5]. An indication this intuition is
correct comes from [37] and uses the definition of state complexity from [4], which also plays
the central role in our work, combined with the results of gravity calculations from [38].
14

A general Euclidean norm,q
with a slight abuse of terminology including possibly also null directions,

leads to the cost function

R1
0

dτ

P

I,J

ηIJ Y I Y J with ηIJ being a constant non-negative definite matrix —

the tanget space metric. Diagonalizing the tangent space metric is equivalent to picking particular linear
combinations of operators OI , denoted by OI˜, as fundamental gates. The eigenvalues λI˜ ≥ 0 of the tangent
space metric correspond then to
qassigning independent infinitesimal costs to applications of operators from
this new basis according to dτ

P

λ (Y
I˜ I˜

I˜)2 .

Therefore, the question raised in the text concerns finding

OI˜ such that Π(σ − κ) is diagonal, where σ and κ stand for indices I and J.
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state |hi. This is of course an instance of the Fubini-Study complexity introduced in [4], and
as we have seen, this approach naturally gives rise to the expressions (2.8) and (4.2) which
manifestly depend on ˆ(τ, σ) (6.8). This type of complexity should be naturally understood
as a state complexity, i.e. a notion of complexity defined directly on the space of states.
A different type of complexity which would be more faithful to the ideas of unitary
complexity [1–3, 5] is instead based on the variance of A|Q(τ )2 |A in a fixed auxiliary state
|Ai (1.5). In this case, the cost of each layer depends only on (τ, σ) as the insertions of T
would be assigned the same weight at each layer. Starting from (2.5), this would lead to a
cost function similar to (4.2), but in which ˆ is replaced by . This type of complexity should
be understood as an operator complexity, defined on the space of operators independently
of the states on which the operators will act, apart from the choice of one fixed auxiliary
state |Ai. One natural question to consider is what such definition of cost really counts, i.e.
what operators diagonalize14 the tangent space metric Π(σ − κ). Based on formulas (3.16)
and the study in section 5.2, the independent operators whose cost we account for via (1.5)
are simply Hermitian combinations of Ln and L−n Virasoro generators (3.4).
Note also that the connection with expectation values in some states is not needed for
operator complexity, as can be apparent from our discussion in section 1. If one considers,
for example, equation (6.11) with α = 1, β = 0 corresponding to the Burgers equation,
then following section 1 one can interpret it as counting T (σ) insertions at each layer of
the circuit with the most symmetric Euclidean norm.
In conclusion, we are led to believe that formulating the kinetic term in terms of ˆ
corresponds to the definition of a left-invariant state-dependent Fubini-Study complexity,
while using  instead, as usually done for the KdV, CH and HS equations, corresponds to
a right-invariant notion of unitary complexity.
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The setup we adopted, see section 2, follows [36, 42] and is a single copy of the Virasoro
group in a CFT1+1 on a circle. The key kick-starting impulses behind our work are twofold
and lie in recognizing that a good definition of complexity should be insensitive to complex
phases appearing in unitary transformations, as well as lead to a well-posed variational
problem for the cost function with two arbitrary group elements defining initial and final
conditions for the circuit. Building on observations and efforts made in [36, 42] we reconsider here the Fubini-Study complexity of states [4] as a starting point for a well-defined
complexity notion assigned to the Virasoro group and states generated by it. The fact
that Fubini-Study complexity is insensitive to complex phases is its built-in feature [4] and
well-posedness of the variational problems comes from the cost function being quadratic in
tangent space velocities (3.7).
As compared to earlier works, we believe that the present article together with our
earlier paper [21] bring three key advances that we summarize below one by one.
The first one relies on reaching the ability of solving the resulting integro-differential
equations of motion and finding the optimal circuits in a class of transformations defined
by (4.21) with g(σ) containing only a single Fourier mode and ε being sufficiently small.
This is the subject of section 4 and uses preparatory studies done in section 3. Being able
to solve for optimal circuits in the Fubini-Study state complexity is not only interesting as a
technical achievement, or a vehicle to shed light on the underlying geometry as we describe
next, but also provides concrete numbers that one can compare against predictions of the
holographic complexity proposals. We will comment more on this point when we discuss
open directions.
The second advance starts with what we call a geodesic analogy, see section 3.2, and
encapsulates studies of the underlying geometry of states close to the reference state utilizing geodesic triangles known from general relativity, as well as more directly curvature
invariants via the notion of sectional curvature, see section 5. It is important to note that in
the latter case we cannot use directly expressions known to physicists from general relativity, since the underlying metric is degenerate, see section 3.4. We circumnavigate this issue
by utilizing what we call the equivalent metric method, see appendix C. One important
finding of our study is that the Fubini-Study state complexity leads to generically negative
sectional curvatures in the underlying circuit geometry in what we view as the physically
interesting regime, i.e. unless h/c → ∞. The relation between complexity and negative
curvature was discussed earlier in [72–74] and one can perceive our work as a concrete and
precise derivation of such a feature across CFTs1+1 .
The third contribution that we want to highlight is bringing the Euler-Arnold equations
discussed in the same context in [36, 42] and our studies of Fubini-Study metric under single
conceptual umbrella, see section 6. Specifically, we are now in a position to predict that,
up to issues of left versus right-invariance, well-known Euler-Arnold type equations like
Korteweg-de Vries [36, 42], Camassa-Holm and Hunter-Saxton will naturally arise from a
Fubini-Study ansatz when a combination of reference state and generator set is used such
that the two-point function takes the form (6.11). We conjecture that the relevant reference
state would be a state without spatial entanglement. Such states arise in tensor networks
as simple states [87] and are expected to play an important role in holography [88]. If
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indeed (6.11) can be thought of as a two-point function in such a state, then, via (1.5), our
work would provide a unified view on a state and operator complexity associated with the
Virasoro group.
While the Korteweg-de Vries, Camassa-Holm, and Hunter-Saxton equations are certainly among the most well-known Euler-Arnold type equations, they are by far not the
only ones, and as discussed in section 6 the limit c → 0 of our metric corresponds to
the generalised Constantin-Lax-Majda equation studied in [84–86]. Without any doubt,
the mathematical literature on Euler-Arnold type equations is a treasure trove of known
equations, results and methods, that could be exploited by the community interested in
holographic and/or QFT complexity. In our paper, we have only made some first steps
into this programme, and a more formal treatment of our equations might certainly be
enlightening, especially in light of previous results such as [89–91].
Regarding further open problems, one direction that certainly deserves further studies is comparison of our results on the Fubini-Study complexity with the predictions of
holographic complexity proposals in the setting of AdS1+2 gravity [37–39]. As we already
indicated, a match of leading order results for infinitesimal transformations with the complexity = volume proposal was reported in [37] and it would be very interesting to make
a comparison also at the level of the terms higher order in ε. One feature that we want
to highlight is that the aforementioned agreement was observed for (4.18) evaluated on an
optimal circuit rather than directly for (3.7).
It should be noted though that the direction outlined above is not meant to be an
apple-to-apple comparison, since holographic complexity proposals, assuming they indeed
represent some notion of complexity in dual QFTs, are expected to take as their reference
state a spatially disentangled one [4, 5], whereas our studies concern states whose ultraviolet
entanglement is as in the vacuum. It should be noted that recent results [92, 93] on circuits
utilizing T T̄ deformations [94–96] provide a promising starting point to establish a direct
link between AdS volumes and gate counting in holographic QFTs, which would be a
quantitative realization of a generalization of the path-integral optimization program [33–
35, 40, 97] akin to [98, 99].
The discussion in the previous paragraph raises another interesting point — can one
realize the Fubini-Study complexity, as we define it, in holography with a natural gravity
dual? We believe this is a very interesting point, since one of the drawbacks of our existing
formulations of holographic complexity is the absence of explicit control over reference
states.
Another interesting holographic path to pursue would be the generalisation of our
work to Kac-Moody algebras, similar to what was done in [42, 100] taking [36] as a point
of departure. In the bulk, this could be compared to volume calculations (similar to the
comparison between the bulk results of [38] and the field-theory results of [37]) in warped
AdS1+2 spaces along the lines of [100] or volumes calculations in the generalisation of
Bañados metrics under the boundary-conditions derived in [101].
Among other directions deserving further studies is certainly to shed light on the
nature of the path-integral optimization [33, 34]. In this approach, one uses Euclidean
path integrals to prepare states and views sources profiles — in the best-explored case of
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A

PSL(2, R) (gauge) symmetry and null circuits

As pointed out in sections 3.4 and 4.3.3, the case h = 0 is special as the degeneracy of
the metric is enhanced by the appearance of the additional null-tangent vectors v(σ) =
15

This discussion bears a striking similarity to our result (6.11).
See also [104] in the context of complexity and Berry phases and [49, 80] in the context of Berry phases
and the Virasoro group. It is also interesting to note that Berry connection and the global conformal group
appeared in [105], see also [41] for a related development.
16
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CFT2 this is the Weyl factor of the conformally-flat metric in which a CFT2 lives — as
providing alternative ways of preparing certain states or operators. The optimal choice is
the one that minimizes a desired cost functional. In [40] it was shown using [102] that the
geometric functional adopted in [33, 34] can be viewed as an approximation to an operator
complexity cost function in which one counts insertions of the energy-momentum tensor
operator.15 However, the meaning of the exact cost function [33, 34] remained elusive.
Since our present work establishes new results about cost functions associated with counting
the energy-momentum tensor applications, the thread started with [40] certainly deserves
another look. The first step to bridge in this direction is to view matrix elements of the
circuit (1.1) with Q given by (2.5) as a Lorentzian path integral in a (1+1)-dimensional
background geometry specified by f (τ, σ).
A further interesting connection concerns the physics of Berry phases [103] in the context of QFT complexity. To this end, [42] showed that, up to a boundary term, the circuit
functional adopted in [36] is directly related to a Berry phase.16 It is well known that the
structure of a real symmetric object (defining the quantum information metric (3.2)) added
to an antisymmetric imaginary object (leading to the Berry phase) is very reminiscent of
the quantum geometric tensor introduced in [106]. Given that in our calculations the quantum information metric (3.1) is related to the two-point function of the energy-momentum
tensor, it would be very interesting to identify the remaining part of the quantum geometric
tensor and bring the discussion of Berry phases and state complexities in CFTs 1+1 into a
unified conceptual framework.

sin(σ + δ), 0 ≤ δ < 2π at the point f (σ) = σ, and we expect this to lead to an enhanced
PSL(2, R) (see [48]) (gauge) symmetry of the geometric problem.
Following [48], we consider maps of the form
eiσ → eiG(σ) =

Aeiσ + B
, |A|2 − |B|2 = 1.
B̄eiσ + Ā

(A.1)

For infinitesimal transformations, we write A = 1 + iς, B = % with ς ∈ R, % ∈ C, ς, |%|  1.
To first order, this yields

and shows that the null-directions identified in section 3.4 correspond to the generators
of this group. Generalising the U(1) transformations of section 4.3.3, we hence consider
transformations of the form
f (τ, σ) → f (τ, G(τ, σ)) = f (τ, σ) + f 0 (τ, σ)g(τ, σ) + O(ς 2 , %2 )

(A.3)

with G(τ, σ) given in (A.2), were we allow for a time dependence of the parameters
ς(τ ), %(τ ).17 Under such an infinitesimal transformation, to first order the Lagrangian
transforms as
f˙(τ, σ) f˙(τ, κ)
f 0 (τ, σ) f 0 (τ, κ)
ZZ
f˙(τ, σ) f˙(τ, κ)
f˙(τ, σ)
f˙(τ, κ)
→
dσdκΠ(σ − κ) 0
+ ġ(τ, κ) 0
+ ġ(τ, σ) 0
0
f (τ, σ) f (τ, κ)
f (τ, σ)
f (τ, κ)
0

Lsq [f, f , f˙] =

ZZ

dσdκΠ(σ − κ)

(A.4)

f˙(τ, κ)f˙(τ, σ)g 0 (τ, κ) f˙(τ, κ)f˙(τ, σ)g 0 (τ, σ) f˙0 (τ, κ)f˙(τ, σ)g(τ, κ)
−
+
f 0 (τ, κ)f 0 (τ, σ)
f 0 (τ, κ)f 0 (τ, σ)
f 0 (τ, κ)f 0 (τ, σ)
!
f˙(τ, κ)f˙0 (τ, σ)g(τ, σ) f 00 (τ, κ)f˙(τ, κ)f˙(τ, σ)g(τ, κ) f˙(τ, κ)f 00 (τ, σ)f˙(τ, σ)g(τ, σ)
+
−
−
.
f 0 (τ, κ)f 0 (τ, σ)
f 0 (τ, κ)2 f 0 (τ, σ)
f 0 (τ, κ)f 0 (τ, σ)2
−

Given the expression for g(σ) from (A.2), the terms
ZZ

f˙(τ, κ)
f˙(τ, σ)
+ ġ(τ, σ) 0
dσdκΠ(σ − κ) ġ(τ, κ) 0
f (τ, σ)
f (τ, κ)

!

(A.5)

vanish under differential regularisation for h = 0 (3.15b). The remaining terms can be
brought into the form
0

f˙(τ, σ) f˙(τ, κ)
f 0 (τ, σ) f 0 (τ, κ)
ZZ
f˙(τ, σ) f˙(τ, κ)
+
dσdκ 0
Π0 (σ − κ) (g(τ, κ) − g(τ, σ))
f (τ, σ) f 0 (τ, κ)

Lsq [f, f , f˙] →

ZZ

dσdκΠ(σ − κ)

(A.6)

!
0

0

− 2Π(σ − κ) g (τ, κ) + g (τ, σ)
17



Circuits of this form were also studied in [42] as solutions to their equations of motion.
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G(σ) ≡ σ + g(σ) + O(ς 2 , %2 ) = σ + 2ς + 2Im(%) cos(σ) − 2Re(%) sin(σ) + O(ς 2 , %2 ), (A.2)

Plugging in the concrete form for g(σ) from (A.2) (note that the time-dependence does not
matter anymore) and
c
Π(σ − κ) =
(A.8)
32 sin((σ − κ)/2)4



f (τ, σ) = 2 arctan

α(τ ) tan(σ/2) + β(τ )
, α(τ )δ(τ ) − β(τ )γ(τ ) = 1,
γ(τ ) tan(σ/2) + δ(τ )


(A.9)

which is equivalent to (A.1), but (more) manifestly real. Consider now the solution
β(τ ) = 0,
⇒ f (τ, σ) = 2 cot

α(τ ) = γ(τ ) + δ(τ ),
−1



σ
δ(τ ) cot
2


 

γ(τ ) =


1 − δ(τ )2
,
δ(τ )

(A.10)



−1 +1 .

(A.11)

It is easy to explicitly check that this circuit will indeed be null. Furthermore, we can
calculate
f 0 (τ, π/2) = δ(τ ).

(A.12)

This means that with a convenient choice for δ(τ ), we can reach the boundary of the space
of invertible maps (δ(τ ) → +∞ or δ(τ ) → 0) in finite affine parameter τ , and in fact
the complexity distance according to our metric between these boundary points and the
identity map (δ(τ ) = 1) will be zero. This is a general consequence of the topology of the
PSL(2, R) subgroup which, unlike the U(1) subgroup, contains paths that (asymptotically)
reach the boundary of the space of invertible maps.

B

Fubini-Study complexity for h/c → ∞

The case h/c → ∞ may not be the most physical from a CFT point of view, but it does
appear to have some peculiar properties that make it interesting from a purely geometric
point of view. For example, as shown in section 5.2, it is in this case that all the sectional
curvatures that we can calculate via the equivalent metric method are positive. Also, in
this limit our equations may be related, via exchanging left for right-invariance, to the
generalised CLM equation studied in [84–86].
Taking the appropriate limit effectively amounts to substituting c = 0 and we also
scale away an unimportant overall factor of h by setting it to unity. The result (4.27)
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we see that the expression in brackets in (A.4) does indeed vanish identically, proving the invariance of the Lagrangian (for h = 0) under the PSL(2, R) gauge-symmetry. It is interesting to note here, however, that unlike the U(1) invariance of section 4.3.3, this symmetry is
not a generic consequence of derivatives appearing in the differential regularisation of Π (like
equation (4.17) where Π̃ is still arbitrary to a degree), but requires the specific form of (A.8).
Following section 6, we will now discuss the issue of wave breaking for null-circuits in
the h = 0 case. Such a null-circuit can be written as [42]

yields

5 2
τ − τ sin(2σ)
8
!
3
−13τ + 30τ 2 − 17τ
29τ 3 − 55τ 2 + 26τ
sin(σ) +
sin(3σ)
48
48

f (τ, σ) ≈ σ + ετ sin(σ) + ε2
+ ε3
+ε

4

−501τ 4 + 1490τ 3 − 1446τ 2 + 457τ sin(2σ)
1152




+ε

!

432τ 5 − 1925τ 4 + 2735τ 3 − 1270τ 2 + 28τ sin(σ)
11520


−24231τ 5 + 91250τ 4 − 126440τ 3 + 76240τ 2 − 16819τ sin(3σ)
+
34560
!

5
4
3
3467τ − 12550τ + 16893τ − 10004τ 2 + 2194τ sin(5σ)
+
3840


+ ...,
and the analogue of (4.28) is
7π 2 ε4 3π 2 ε6 34693π 2 ε8 31063061π 2 ε10 560230064599π 2 ε12
+
+
+
+
+ ...,
48
80
2322432
4180377600
132434362368000
(B.2)
where we have added a few additional orders which with some effort is doable in this simplified case. We are interested in whether the series in (B.2) has a finite convergence radius ε <
1 and describes an analytic function with a pole at ε = 1, as we might conjecture based on
the discussion at the end of section 4.4. It would thus be interesting to identify some regularity in the terms at each order n in (B.2) and deduce a candidate analytic function that has
these terms as the initial terms of its Taylor-series, however, we have not been able to do so.
The attentive reader may have noticed that the first few numerators in equation (B.2),
2, 7, 3, 34693 and 31063061, are all prime numbers. This trend is broken by the next term, as
560230064599 = 647×1433×604249, however, we see that the prime-factors appearing here
are still rather big. This is in stark contrast to the denominators, which have factorizations
that tend to avoid large primes: 48 = 24 × 3, 80 = 24 × 5, 2322432 = 212 × 34 × 7,
4180377600 = 215 × 36 × 52 × 7 and 132434362368000 = 221 × 38 × 53 × 7 × 11. This feature
is, with a little thought, not that surprising. Consider the expression
Lsq = 2π 2 ε2 +

B≡

N
1 X
qi
N i=1

(B.3)

for some large integer N , and where the numbers qi ∈ {qi } ⊂ Q are rational numbers randomly picked from the finite set {qi } whose elements are approximately evenly distributed in
the interval [0, 1]. A little bit of experimentation shows that the details of how the set {qi } is
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539τ 4 − 1490τ 3 + 1363τ 2 − 412τ sin(4σ)
+
768
5

(B.1)

C

Equivalent metric

Investigating (4.4), it would be helpful to find a function q(α − γ) satisfying
δ(α − β) =

Z 2π

dγ q (α − γ)Π(γ − β).

(C.1)

0

We could then left-multiply, i.e. contract, (4.4) with an inverse metric
Z

dκ(q(ρ − κ)f 0 (τ, κ)f 0 (τ, ρ) × . . .),

(C.2)

and would obtain an equation of the form
f¨(τ, ρ) ≡ (other terms, at most first order in d/dτ ) ,

(C.3)

which could be treated with standard numerical methods for initial value problems. It is
then natural to approach (C.1) in Fourier space. For this, we use
Π(γ − β) =

X c
n∈Z



(|n| − |n|) + |n|h e−in(γ−β) ≡
3

24

X

Π̂n e−in(γ−β) .

(C.4)

n∈Z

Upon using Fourier representation for q
X

q (α − γ) =

q̂m eim(α−γ) ,

(C.5)

m∈Z

we are led to
δ(α − β) =

Z 2π
1 X in(α−β)
e
≡
dγ q (α − γ) Π(γ − β)
2π n∈Z
0

=

X Z 2π

dγ q̂m Π̂n eimα e−iγ(n+m) einβ

(C.6a)
(C.6b)

n,m∈Z 0

= 2π

X

q̂m Π̂−m ein(α−β) ,

m∈Z
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defined will not be important in general: the number B will be similar to the terms in (B.2)
in the sense that the numerator will tend to have few large prime-factors while the denominator will tend to have many small prime-factors. This is a consequence of the summation of
many terms, where the lowest common denominator has to be calculated each time two fractions are added. Hence, the denominator of B will be a large number which is the product
of many integers and hence has to be the product of many relatively small primes. However,
as shown by the famous Erdös-Kac theorem of probabilistic number theory, generic large
numbers are more likely to have few large prime factors than many small prime factors.
Consequently, while both the numerator and the denominator of B will be large numbers,
the denominator which arises from products of smaller numbers will be special, while the
numerator which arises from a sum of many terms will be generic in the sense of the ErdösKac theorem. Note that, qualitatively similar to (B.3), the terms at each order in ε in (B.2)
are the results of sums of increasingly many terms at increasing order. Not only does the
function (B.1) itself contain increasingly many terms at increasing order in ε, the Taylor˙
f˙(τ,κ)
series of ff0(τ,σ)
(τ,σ) f 0 (τ,κ) will likewise suffer a considerable proliferation of terms as the order
in ε is increased. Hence the appearance of large primes in (B.2) is not surprising after all.

which would require
q̂m =

1
4π 2 Π̂

.

(C.7)

m

gµν Ziµ Zjν = δij

and

gµν Zlµ k ν = 0

∀l.

(C.8)

The vectors {Ziµ } are supposed to form a basis on a tangent-space for which a nondegenerate “equivalent metric” can be defined. This choice is not unique, as we could
introduce shifts of the form Ziµ → Ziµ + k µ . Fixing this ambiguity by making a choice
of vectors {Ziµ } corresponds to fixing the ambiguities related to null-directions we have
encountered in the earlier sections, i.e. gauge fixing. We can now define a non-zero oneform k̄ν such that Ziµ k̄µ = 0 ∀i. Note that in general k µ k̄µ 6= 0.
The geodesic equation for a (potentially) degenerate metric was given in (4.5). This
cannot be brought into the usual form involving the Christoffel-symbols of the second kind
Γγαβ because the inverse g γδ of the degenerate metric does not exist. The expression
Γναβ =

1
(gαν,β + gβν,α − gαβ,ν )
2

(C.9)

is of course readily recognised as the Christoffel-symbols of the first kind or Koszul
object [107]. We will now make the assumption that we are interested exclusively in
geodesics X µ (τ ) that move entirely within the selected tangent-space spanned by {Ziµ },
i.e. Ẋ µ k̄µ = Ẍ µ k̄µ = 0. Then we can show that the equations of motion (4.5) are still
satisfied by such geodesic curves even if we shift the metric by
eq
gµν → gµν
= gµν + λ k̄µ k̄ν ,

(C.10)

Alternatively, we could set the left-hand side of (C.1) not equal to δ(α − β), but instead δ 0 (α − β) or in
general a linear combination of sufficiently high derivatives of δ(α − β). Then, the analogue of (C.6a) could
be solved for q̂m and the zeroes of Π̂m would not cause a problem because of the additional factors of n
in the Fourier-expansion of δ 0 (α − β) leading to similar zeroes. Multiplying a “pseudo-inverse” q(α − γ)
defined this way to the equations of motion would formally allow us to isolate a combination of terms of
the form f¨(τ, ρ), f¨0 (τ, ρ), f¨00 (τ, ρ) etc. outside of the integral generalising (C.3). As explained already in
section 4.3.3, in order to obtain f¨(0, σ) for given initial conditions f (0, σ), f˙(0, σ) we would have to integrate
this, potentially leading to an ambiguity. The occurrence of this ambiguity is equivalent to the problem
coming from differential regularisation that we discussed at the end of section 4.1, and fixing this ambiguity
corresponds to fixing a gauge.
18
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As can be seen from (C.4), this expression would generically yield problems for the term
m = 0 and when h = 0 also for the terms at m = ±1. So it seems that (C.1) cannot
be solved, which is just another consequence of the degeneracy of our metric discussed in
sections 3.3 and 4.3.3. While the inverse metric of a degenerate metric cannot be defined,
we will use what we refer to as the equivalent metric method to define its substitute.18
To this end, consider first the problem of geodesic motion on a finite-dimensional
degenerate metric, i.e. a metric gµν with det(g) = 0 and hence an eigenvector k µ with
eigenvalue zero: k µ gµν = 0. We assume for simplicity that there is only one null eigenvector.
The presence of k µ means we cannot straightforwardly define a non-trivial one-form kν by
just lowering the index of k µ . We now fix a basis of tangent-vectors {Ziµ , k µ } such that

where λ is an arbitrary function. Hence for the geodesics of interest, the metric gµν is
eq which we aptly call the equivalent metric. The benefit now
equivalent to the metric gµν
is that this metric will in general be invertible, allowing us to compute the Christoffel
symbols of the second kind as well as the Riemann and Ricci-tensors and the Ricci scalar.
The sectional curvatures calculated from this Riemann tensor will then accurately describe
the geometric behaviour of the geodesic curves of interest.
Coming back to our infinite dimensional case with h 6= 0, in order to define an equivalent metric we have to find a function k̄(σ) such that
Z

Z

dσ k̄(σ) f¨(τ, σ) = 0

(C.11)

for those circuits f (τ, σ) that satisfy whatever gauge-condition we have chosen. If we
require for example
f (τ, 0) = 0 ∀τ,
(C.12)
as suggested at the end of section 4.3.3, we would be led to k̄(σ) ∼ δ(σ) and the equivalent
metric would be obtained by the shift
Π(σ − κ)
f 0 (τ, σ)f 0 (τ, κ)

→

Π(σ − κ)
f 0 (τ, σ)f 0 (τ, κ)

+λ

δ(σ)δ(κ)
f 0 (τ, σ)f 0 (τ, κ)

.

(C.13)

Instead of this, let us make a slightly more complicated ansatz and demand that we
are only interested in circuits f (τ, σ) that the following condition
Z

dσ

f˙(τ, σ)
= 0 ∀τ
f 0 (τ, σ)

(C.14)

instead of (C.12). It is an easy task to show that for such circuits, the two-point function
in (4.4) can be replaced by the equivalent two-point function
Π(σ − κ) → Πeq (σ − κ) = Π(σ − κ) + λ,

(C.15)

where λ is a constant, and those solutions to the equations of motion that satisfy (C.14) will
not cease to be solutions to the equations of motion for λ 6= 0. This shift of the two-point
function by a constant is exactly what is needed to make equation (C.7) well defined, as
Π̂0 6= 0 for λ 6= 0, so in a sense this is the easiest equivalent metric we can study in our
problem, which we will do in section 5.2.
We close this section by investigating how for a given circuit f (τ, σ) the “gauge” (C.14)
can be enforced. Suppose that initially
Z

dσ

f˙(τ, σ)
= β(τ ).
f 0 (τ, σ)

(C.16)

Now, a U(1) gauge transformation defined in section 4.3.3 leads to
f (τ, σ) → f (τ, σ + α(τ )),
0

(C.17a)

0

f (τ, σ) → f (τ, σ + α(τ )),
f˙(τ, σ) → ∂τ f (τ, σ + α(τ )) = f˙(τ, σ + α(τ )) + f 0 (τ, σ + α(τ ))α̇(τ ).
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dσ k̄(σ) f˙(τ, σ) =

Note that in the last line, we use the dot in f˙ to denote the derivative with respect to the
first argument of the function f . Consequently
Z

Z
f˙(τ, σ)
dσ 0
→ dσ
f (τ, σ)

f˙(τ, σ + α(τ ))
+ α̇(τ )
f 0 (τ, σ + α(τ ))

!

!

= β(τ ) + 2π α̇(τ ) = 0

(C.18)

Clearly, this can be set to zero solving the last equation as a differential equation for α(τ ).
However, since this is a first order equation, the condition of the form α(τ0 ) = 0 can only
be accommodated in general at either the beginning or the end of the circuit, but not both.
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